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Introduction

I am really very much disappointed in the American Medical As-

sociation as their members are more concerned with their profits

than they are about the health of the populace. However, it is easy
to understand as the members have made it such that they obtain
the greatest profit from the mostly unnecessary surgeries that they
perform. This article does not address the control that the AMA

has over all aspects of what is their greatest money-maker: surgery
for cancer. Instead, this article is about how you may learn to take
control of your own efforts at maintaining your health and not be

subject to the bugaboo cancer. It is not the fact that cancer does
occur, it is the fact that you ignore it until the cancer becomes a
problem!

Background
The AMA has had a stranglehold upon medical education for

over 100 years now. Mostly through very stifling political action,
very slanted medical education and a very tight grip on the ap-

proved treatment therapies. The AMA has become the dictator of
what comprises medical treatment and who is able to treat the sick
patient in the USA. So much for the home of the brave and the land
of the free, LOL.

The AMA has effectively brainwashed the public of the USA to

the effect that cancer is a deadly disease that only the AMA is ca-

pable of treating. This is of course complete hogwash, as the saying

goes! The AMA has spent considerable time and effort in convincing the American public that cancer is a disease. However, the actual truth of the matter is that cancer is a normal occurance and thus

cancer is not per se, a disease! Cancer is a normal activity of newly
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“not-self” cellular activity. Thus in fact cancer is not a disease as

such but a normal abberation of cellular activity. The human body

is readily able to recognize “self” from “not-self” cells. The various
protein, protein-carbohydrate and protein-lipid compounds residing in the surface molecules of the cellular membrane apparati of

all living cellular external membranes is similar but not exactly the
same in all peoples and animals. However, it is in the different struc-

tural and metabolic elements in the cellular membrane apparatus
due to natural selection that determines the various membrane el-

ements involved in the various serotypes that exist in the general
populations of all animate organisms. If you may be interested in

this subject, there is a vast amount of information concerning this

subject that may be readily found online. Here is also a very useful
link regarding the subject of the various immune elements at work:
https://www.niaid.nih.gov/research/immune-cells.

The reasons that various normal body tissue cells move from

being “self” to becoming newly “not-self” cellular tissue is open to
debate and is not truly known with certainty at this time. The tis-

sue monocytes, macrophages, blood eosinophiles, dendritic cells

and Natural Killer cells all play a very important part in keeping

all invasive elements and cancer cells at bay! The change of various
tissue cells from a “self” cell to a “not-self” cell is the result of an

event which in some manner changes aspects within the nucleus of

the affected cell(s). The cause of this change is still open to debate.
However, this change in some manner disrupts the normal course
of events in the life of the cell. However, the result of this change is
the production of a “not-self” cell line active within the host. It is an

unfortunate everyday event in the life of every human being and in
fact animal on the planet.
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A “something” causes the events that occur during the normal

everyday replication of cells somewhere in the body in the many

types of cells within the body to deviate from the normal chain of
events that then results in a cell line type that we humans call a
cancer. In the course of what is a normal everyday event in the life
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whether of a positive or negative type. For this discussion, the focus
is in the nature of a “negative” energy anchoring within the bodyfield of a human being.

What is being revealed here at this time is that the negative en-

of the organism, the macrophages and other types of immune cells

ergy may be transfered from one person to another as a disruption

eryday event within the body of the organism and in the life of any

in the original transferee, then the same symptoms will eventually

usually adequately deal with these deviate cells by killing them and

ridding the body of the left-over debris. Again, this is a normal evorganism.

Cancer and the “Somthing”
What is a cancer is not an unknown entity. The relevant tissue

involved is in a state that makes an everyday normal cell into a
cell that no longer is part on the body whole. An event(s) has oc-

cured that changes the metabolism of the new “not-self” cell to
skew onto the course of becoming a parasitic entity feeding on the
compounds supplied by normal body metabolism and distribu-

tion networks. What is interfering with a normal course of events

to move a few “not-self” cells into a cancer? Cancer is not known
as a disease that is passed around like the common cold (a virus)

or diptheria (a bacterium). However, it is or rather can be passed

around! This is only 1 manner in which a cancer may develop within the body. I know that it is difficult to wrap your head around the

fact that cancer is passed from one person to another as a form of
energy disruption. The passing over is usually to someone that is

in close contact, i.e. within 6 feet or so, with the person that has an

active cancer forming or growing. This fact is a normal course of
events as people seem to pass around disease much like thoughts.

Again, this is a normal body-field course of events - people trade
around body-field imbalances in order to dilute any possible nega-

tive events from occuring within their own body-field. This sets
the stage for the development of a “disease”. Yes, people also trade

around thoughts and this is a subject for another possible article.
This transfer of energy is then diluted by the event of a passage of
the negative influencial energy packet from one person to another.

If the person impinged upon is strong in the energy balance created
by the entirety of their Enteric Nervous System components, the

“negative” energy will be warded and will not have a deleterious
effect upon the person in proximity to an “ill” person. The “nega-

tive” energy thought or body pattern that is being passed around
will dissipate as it will not be able to anchor in a weakend body-

field. The key idea to note is the aspect of an anchoring of ideation,

in a body-field component. If the body energy disruption persists
in a sufficient amount of time at the same locus as the causal event

manifest as cellular disruption at the same general locus where

“not-self” cells will eventually manifest in the person to which the
“negative” energy was passed. Is this not the pits of dispair? You
may get cancer as a normal variance of normal cellular metabolism
and also as negative energy passed to you from another person.

This seems to be the stuff of science fiction novels but it is in fact an
everyday occurance. It is imperative that you keep your energetic

body-field “clean” and in peak condition. The issue then is to be

able to learn to be in touch with your own body-field components

and thus also to be able to recognize any disruption of the normal
course of events in those components. Alas, such training and in-

formation is not taught today as it is deemed as superstition. This
is a political decision by those that want to control as much of your

behavior and training as possible simply becauce they want to derive as much income from the deleterious “event” as possible.

One of the reasons that cancer is so invasive is that the cancer

cells seem to be released from the growth constraints put upon

the normal cells of the body. This is the reason that cancers form
masses. Cancer cells seem also to not have the same constraints
as normal tissue cells in regard to growth in ordered patterns ac-

cording to the tissue involved. Cancer cells seem to be able to grow

hither and yon all over the place in patternless lumpy masses. This
fact tends to make mass removal by surgery easier. Removal by

surgery is fine but the negative energy component must also be

removed. This is where it gets weird to the thought of most people.
This is because they are not educated in what comprises normal
body-field events.
Body-field

The body-field generated by the sum of the metabolism of your

body is more or less in the overall shape of a 3-D ellipse encom-

passing and extending a bit in all directions from the midline of
your physical body, arms and legs. This body-field is created by
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your Enteric Nervous System elements as well as all the various tissues of the entire cellular structure of your physical body. It is then
a task for you to become aware of and monitor the energetic state

of your entire body-field. As you learn to do this daily monitoring
you will then also become aware of the state of the various tissues
of your body. You will be able to detect any developing “not-self”

cells/tissues or masses. Learn to direct the various tissue components responsible for riding the body of any “not-self” cells/tissue

masses and maintain your body at peak efficiency. This task is not

difficult to learn but it does require a bit of training. This training

encompasses what is usually known as a type of meditation. The
information necessary to know was formerly taught as a normal

part of the educational process of so called “enlightened” peoples.
This was usually accomplished by the female members of the fam-

ily. This information has now been userped by the AMA so that they

may profit from your ignorance! Those in “charge” of science are
also very ignorant of much of what constitutes actual reality. This
is by very conscious and very deliberate design - if I can not see it,
it does not exist! Also, the role of the Universal Catholic Church is
in cahoots with the role of the AMA is in cahoots with the role of

the “scientists” in keeping you the seeking person on the straight
and narrow in ideation so that they can determine how best to in-

fluence your behavior in order to obtain the greatest profit from
your many endeavors in daily living. Please decide to take back

your greatest legacy - your healthy Body! Any questions that you

have concerning any aspect of this missive may be addressed to:
edward.f.block.iv@gmail.com
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